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“...Let us run with patience the race that is set before us.” Hebrews 12:1
by Eric S. Hadik
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2015 Cycle Low
An EXCERPT of INSIIDE Track 40-Year Cycle Analysis

2016: Golden Year II
EXCERPT ONLY

Gold & Silver’s Next Phase
Drop into November Underway

Nov. 2014 - Gold & Silver turned back down in line with
cycles in 3Q 2014 - that were projected to trigger a subsequent
drop into 3--5 year cycle lows in mid-2015. As part of that drop,
Gold is projected to reach 1127--1132.0/GC & Silver to reach
14.650/SI. On Oct. 20/21st, Gold triggered an important weekly trend pattern sell signal - projecting a drop to
new lows. Silver was already on track for new lows. Both metals just fulfilled those objectives on Oct. 30/31st.

[See Full Report for Entire Analysis.]

With intermediate cycles bottoming on Nov. 3--7th, an additional spike low is expected in the coming week.
If Gold has reached 1127--1132.0/GCZ or Silver has hit 14.650/SIZ by Nov. 7th, a decent rebound could ensue. That will be monitored in the Weekly Re-Lay. In the interim, the following is a collection of analysis from
September & October that delves into other aspects of the longer-term outlook... and why 2016 could be ’The
Golden Year’...

Outlook 2015--2017
Synergy, Synergy, Synergy
10-30-14 - In the last issue, I provided a synopsis of the cyclical synergy coming into play in the next
several years. There were three phases of that synergy:
1 - Normal (Market) Cycles Synergy
2 - National Cycles Synergy
3 - Natural Cycles Synergy
The first of these phases had to do with when normal market cycles - the ones that consume the majority
of the analysis & focus in this publication - converge in a given time period. Sometimes that is weekly, sometimes monthly and sometimes it is yearly (or multi-year) cycles. However, it always involves market cycles.
Then there are times when synergy of national or geopolitical cycles demands attention. Similarly, there
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are times when synergy of natural cycles
(earthquakes, volcanoes, sunspots & other phenomenon in nature) demands attention.
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However, the finish line is nearing. And
Gold’s day could soon come… most likely beginning in 2016. That is when - in addition to many
other factors - a 40-Year Cycle, or period of testing,
from the 1976 Jamaica Accord reaches fruition.

2013--2017 has been identified as synergy of
all of these cycles - creating a synergistic convergence of synergistic cycles. Synergy squared**.

Even though I have discussed this agreement
for several years, there are still many readers unfamiliar with it. In short, it was the agreement that
officially ended Bretton Woods. More importantly,
it is the agreement that officially codified into law
the abandonment of Gold’s international legal role.

...2013--2017 is when diverse cycles converge - leading to the conclusion (among others)
that the financial markets, the US Dollar, Gold &
Silver, the Euro, inflationary commodities, etc.
would go through a dramatic shift… and come out
looking much different at the other end.

So, it was not just an American institution. It
was a global one. It was the official notification that
Gold no longer had legal rights to its role in the
pricing of any fiat currency. It was an official Declaration of Divorce between currencies and Gold. It
was the world discarding monetary accountability.

It’s All Relative
In order to prevent any misunderstandings, I
have consistently & persistently emphasized the
sharp distinction between fundamental and technical trends & transitions - particularly in the Dollar…

1976 was a type of Fiat Currency Declaration of Independence - exactly 200 years, or 5 40Year Cycles, since America’s Declaration of Independence. (Ironically, 1976 is also the time when
the IMF was compelled to bailout the Bank of England and the British Pound.)

On the basis of the 40-Year Cycle (and 7Year, 14-Year, 25-Year, 50-Year, 70-Year & 100Year Cycles), the Dollar was/is projected to go
through a dramatic shift during this period. In the
end, it is expected to emerge bloodied & battered.

2016 is the completion of a 40-Year Cycle - of
testing - from that rebellion. 2016 is when I think
the world will begin to more readily recognize the
lunacy of that experiment… and the myriad of unintended consequences it triggered. Apparently,
MANY leaders are already recognizing it… as are
populations like Germany. And that segues into
our discussion of two converging cycle synergies...

HOWEVER, from a purely price standpoint,
the Dollar Index has been forecast to advance during the first half of this Major cycle - rallying from
2013 into 2015 - before the results of that shift are
manifest in the perception & value of the US Dollar… and selling takes hold.
That expected advance - the strongest in decades (since it could reach 95--97.00/DX as the
Euro plummets to its projected downside target of
1.1000/EC or lower) - was/is expected to mask
what is going on in the fundamental realm and distract the masses from recognizing the looming danger...

Normal & National Cycles

Gold’s Enslavement / Fiat’s Liberty

In 2011, INSIIDE Track explained why I was
projecting a Major, multi-year peak in Gold for August 2011 - a complete 40-Year Cycle (of testing)
from the Nixon Shock of August 1971 - when Nixon
slammed shut the Gold window and barred other
countries from taking delivery on Gold.

Underneath the surface, it is the concept of
‘hard currency’ that is actually winning the race. As
the two continental ‘hares’ move in fits and starts and then take long naps of complacency & inflation
-cy - the Golden Tortoise keeps plugging along.

There were many corroborating technical cycles aligning in Aug./Sept. 2011 - reinforcing that
conclusion. Silver & some related ETFs & ETCs
were identified as bubbles about to burst. But, as
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usual, no one (else) perceived that, when everything looked so rosy.
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Gold set its highest monthly close in August 2011 & its intra-month peak in Sept. 2011!

...If I didn’t know any better, I would say there
is a groundswell of support for shifting monetary
power AWAY from the U.S. And how would the
Dollar respond if/when that shift ever reached the
point of critical mass? Watch late-2015--2017!

That was expected to be a precursor to a new
‘shock’ - projected to unfold in 2013--2017 and dramatically restructure the relationship between Gold
& the US Dollar (and other fiat currencies). It did
not take long before the subtle, initial phases of that
shift began. In fact, it took no time at all!

...when the ramifications are finally assessed,
the period of 2013--2017 will likely be pinpointed as
the time when the Dollar’s remaining foundation
was decimated… right in plain sight… and right
when the 40-Year Cycle was screaming for this to
occur.

On that EXACT anniversary - in August 2011...

Mene, mene, tekel, upharsin... IT

[End of 1st Excerpt; Refer to Full Report 2016: The Golden Year II - for details on multiple
events, from August 2011 until the present, that are
POWERFULLY validating this analysis… and the
focus on 2016! That analysis led to the following
conclusions...]

[End of 2nd Excerpt; Refer to Full Report 2016: The Golden Year II - for details on a unique
web of multi-month, multi-year AND multi-decade
cycles that converge at a specific time in 2015…
and what this means for Gold & Silver.
That Report also had near-term analysis, detailing the October weekly trend sell signal in Gold…
and why that projects an important low by Nov.
7th… IF 1127.0--1132.0/GCZ is being tested. If so,
it could trigger a quick, sharp rally in Gold AND reaffirm expectations for 2015! Watch November 7th!]

...And wouldn’t this become a greater risk of
occurring if/when the Dollar sees its next significant
slide (after 2015)?? Or what if an international
monetary/banking crisis - presaged by the events of
2008 - suddenly struck?
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